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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
30 SEP 1962

APR. W. CITY

DIRECTOR INFO. PRIORITY

REF: DIRECTOR 5516

APPROVED FOR RELEASE

Date 27 FEB 1975

1. SUBJECT

APPARENTLY IS NOT HAN SEEN.

AS

A H NOT KNOWN TO EMBASSY, ON 29 APRIL 1950

ASKED

A, B, C, D, F, H

2. CALLED ON

AN AMERICAN ACTING CHIEF

AND WAS READ FOLLOWING FROM PERSONNEL FILE: B.H

B H LEFT USA 9 OCTOBER 1937 FOR EMPLOYMENT WITH

B H HAS BEEN HERE EVEN SINCE EXCEPT FROM 10 TO 23 APRIL

WHEN HE WENT TO B H ON LEAVE. DOB (PLACE NOT INDICATED IN

RECORD) 24 APRIL 1933. OCCUPATION WELDER. STATESIDE ADDRESS:

B H

HARIED, WIFE IN STATES

FATHER

ADDRESS

B H (CITY AND STATE)

RECORD COPY

[Signature]
NOT RECORDED: Obtained passport photo which pouching to HQS.

3. Later in day

4. Takes no further action.